BUILDING TEAM TRUST THAT
LASTS UNDER PRESSURE

team
trust
building
days
MASTER THE TEAM ART OF
CONNECTIVE COMMUNICATION

teambuilding for trust that
lasts: connective communication
THE CASE FOR CONNECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
Teambuilding activities help strengthen bonds. But often the effects don't
last. once back under pressure at work - it is easy to revert to knee jerk
reactions and judgments towards each other. Losing sight of common
underlying needs and goals.
How to create a team bond with basis of trust that lasts under pressure?
The answer: by mastering the art of connective communication together.
Practicing it in day-to-day work helps members stay aware of team dynamics.
You learn to use friction as a signal to pause; dive deeper, explore different
perspectives and leverage diversity to make the most effective decisions.
even when the pressure is on. this builds trust that lasts under pressure.

PROGRAM OPTIONS:

1/2 DAY:
connective communication basics: APPRECIATING DIFFERENt
communication styles & underlying common human needs

1 DAY:
connective communication basics
BUILD TRUST UNDER PRESSURE: personal- and team stress

2 DAYS:
connective communication basics
BUILD TRUST UNDER PRESSURE: personal- and team stress
TEAM dynamics and effective decision making
bringing it all together in a real team meeting

1/2 day team program
0,5 DAY PROGRAM: PRACTICING THE
CONNECTIVE COMMUNICATION BASICS
GOAL:
increase understanding & appreciation of differences in perspectives,
backgrounds, values, personality types & communication styles. explore
frictions and practice communicating from basic common human needs.
connective communication improves team bond and trust.

ELEMENTS COVERED:
1. Personality types & Communication Styles
Takes personality types (insights, MBTI, DISC) as starting
point to gain more insight into team roles & corresponding
communication styles & connecting underlying basic needs

2. Neuroscience of 'social stress'

Links the different personality types to their unique values,
needs, and underlying stress reactions that become active
when interpersonal needs are not met

3. Effective - connective - communication

Combines interactive Mindfulness, Team roles and NonViolent Communication techniques to explore what basic
common human needs underly friction in interaction turn
this around to build trust

PRICE:
<30 people, price depends on group needs

1200 - 2000,on-site or offsite, excluding location costs

1 day team program
1 DAY PROGRAM: BUILD AND MAINTAIN
TRUST UNDER PRESSURE - BASICS
GOAL:

in addition to increasing understanding differences & practicing connective
communication, team members learn to work with personal- & team stress
patterns, practicing how to reconnect to self and others under pressure. This
maintains trust.

ELEMENTS COVERED:
1. personal boundaries: recognize & act on them
2. individual stress reaction patterns

awareness of how i interact with others under pressure

3. mindfulness: self-awareness and re-centering
4. Personality types & Communication Styles
insight into team roles & communication styles

5. Neuroscience of 'social stress'

Links the different personality types to their unique
values, needs, and underlying stressors

6. Effective - connective - communication

Combines interactive Mindfulness, Team roles and Non
Violent Communication techniques to build trust

PRICE:
<30 people, price depends on group needs

2100 - 3500,on-site or offsite, excluding location costs

2 day team program
2 DAY PROGRAM: BUILD AND MAINTAIN
TRUST UNDER PRESSURE, APPLY
LEARNINGS IN MAKING A KEY DECISION
GOAL:
increase understanding of differences & practicing connective communication.
work with stress patterns and build trust under pressure. apply learnings in a
real team meeting to make a key decision (around key theme or around purpose)

ELEMENTS COVERED:
1. personal boundaries: recognize & act on them
2. individual stress reaction patterns
3. mindfulness: self-awareness and re-centering
4. Personality types & Communication Styles

5. Neuroscience of 'social stress'
6. Effective - trust based - communication
7. recognizing a team stress dynamic & hit pause
8. team purpose or key theme - sensing journey
9. bringing it all together in a real team meeting
10. effective decision making - practices & tools
11. morning & evening meditation & yoga

PRICE:
<30 people, price depends on group needs

5250 - 8750,on-site or offsite, excluding location costs

